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1 Introduction

Everything from stars to galaxies and supernovae is considered to be a part of the observ-

able universe. However, evidence suggests the existence of a great deal of “stuff” which we

can not directly observe. This “stuff” is responsible for the movement of the planets and the

baffling enigmas of cosmology that lurk in areas yet to be discovered. This paper provides

a general overview of dark matter and dark energy to summarize some of the discoveries

made by cosmologists and physicists in attempting to understand and solve these elusive

mysteries.

2 Dark Matter

2.1 Early History of Dark Matter

Though Dutch astronomer Jan Oort guessed in 1932 that dark matter composed a signif-

icant portion of the universe, it was not until the following year that Swiss astronomer Fritz

Zwicky’s work provided a more solid basis for the theory. Zwicky observed galaxies in the

Coma cluster and found remarkable velocity dispersion among them [1]. Though the lack

of accuracy of Zwicky’s constants prevented his calculations from being highly accurate, he

concluded that the mean density of the cluster would have to be hundreds of times greater

than that expected given the observable matter [2]. Even after corrections based on modern

constants, the discrepancy is still remarkably large - large enough to give initial credit to

the theory of dark matter. Just three years later, in 1936, Sinclair Smith observed the same

phenomenon in the Virgo cluster and hypothesized the existence of internebular materials

[1].

American astronomer Horace Babcock studied the Andromeda (M31) galaxy in depth in

1939, and found that its outer regions were rotating with higher velocities than expected.

He believed that his data indicated remarkable dust absorption in the outer reaches of the
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galaxy, though it was later shown that this explanation was not adequate [1]. However,

Babcock’s findings are able to be explained by Zwicky’s theory from six years earlier, which

would have led Babcock to the assertion that the edges of M31 contained mass otherwise

unaccounted for. Unfortunately, he did not cite Zwicky’s work.

In 1975, Roberts and Whitehurst extended Babcock’s work and convinced the scientific

community that the missing mass existed. They attributed the discrepancy to the possible

existence of a large number of dM5 stars in the farthest regions of M31 [1]. Later, the connec-

tion was made between these data and Zwicky’s missing mass from over 40 years earlier, but

Roberts and Whitehurst did not allude to this in their publication. Interestingly, they also

failed to cite Zwicky’s 1933 paper. More recently, it has become fairly well-established that

as radius increases, so does the mass-to-light ratio of a galaxy, and therefore the existence

of dark matter has become a common hypothesis.

2.2 Evidence for Dark Matter

2.2.1 Rotation Curves

The rotation of the galaxy can be measured by the orbital speeds of its constituent bodies.

Orbital speed as a function of radius from the center of the galaxy provides grounds for claims

to be made about the galaxy’s total mass distribution [3]. Consider a solid, uniform disk

that is rotating, with points nearer to its extremities moving faster than those closer to

the center [4]. Likewise, the solar system also contains many bodies orbiting the center at

different speeds, but the different mass distribution causes the planets’ relative speeds to

differ from speeds of points on a solid disk. Each planet orbits with a velocity greater than

that of any planet further from the sun. Kepler’s third law of planetary motion describes

this observation, which holds for systems such as the solar system, in which there is a large

concentration of mass at the center of rotation [4].

Upon observation, the galaxy is similar to the solar system in that it also has a large
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amount of centrally-located mass and less matter further from the center. From this visible

mass we would expect the same Keplerian rotation curve that models planetary orbits about

the sun, but in fact, the galaxy’s speed (now measured using neutral hydrogen) increases

as distance from its center increases. This leads to the conclusion that there is more mass

in the furthest reaches of the galaxy than there is at its center [3]. Unable to observe the

unaccounted-for mass, scientists call it “dark matter.”

2.2.2 Clusters

The mass of a cluster of galaxies can be found in numerous ways, any of which indicates

a greater mass than would be expected when considering only the cluster’s individual con-

stituents. Zwicky’s work with the Coma cluster is based on velocity dispersion, and has been

replicated for other groups of galaxies with similar results [1]. Galaxies in a cluster orbit a

common center, and we can measure the velocities of the members of a cluster by analyzing

their redshifts. Under the assumption that the galaxies of a particular cluster are uniformly

distant from us, any discrepancy among their redshifts can be attributed to relative motion,

and therefore to the orbital motion of the galaxies [5]. Bodies with greater speeds require

more mass to keep them in orbit than do slow-moving objects, so the orbital speeds of a

set of galaxies can be used to find the mass of the entire cluster. The velocities of cluster

galaxies indicate that there is a very large mass about which the galaxies are rotating [3].
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Gravitational lensing refers to a phenomenon that arises when matter bends light, and can

also be used to calculate the mass of a cluster [6]. This is only evident when a very massive

object comes between an observer and a light source. If directly intervening, the lensing

object will turn the light source into a ring of light, since photons will be bent around all

sides of the body equally. If offset, the light source will appear as an arc, with light bending

around the side which can be used to determine the mass of the distorting object. Sometimes,

for distant objects, sources will simply appear brighter than they otherwise would [7]. Masses

found using this method are, like those obtained from velocity dispersion, very high. When

the sum of the masses of the individual galaxies is compared to the mass necessary to produce

these effects, there is a stark discrepancy. The mass responsible for the phenomena is many

times the mass of the luminous matter present, and must be accounted for by unseen matter

[6].

2.2.3 Cosmic Microwave Background

Before the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) existed, the universe consisted of hot

and dense plasma made up of matter and energy. Since photons could not move freely,

astronomers today cannot detect light from that era. After the Big Bang, however, the

universe cooled enough for electrons and protons to form hydrogen atoms. The release of
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photons and the resultant light that scientists can now detect is called the CMB [8]. It refers

to radiation throughout the universe and is able to be detected in all directions. The CMB

is also the earliest radiation astronomers can detect and mostly corroborates the Big Bang

theory. Further, the radiation provides information about the existence of dark matter and

the universe before galaxies and clusters existed - when the universe was just gas consisting

of subatomic particles in addition to dark matter [8].

The CMB detected by the Planck satellite is very uniform, with an average temperature

of approximately 2.7 Kelvins throughout the universe. However, regions that are denser

than average cause microKelvin fluctuations in the temperature, and over long periods of

time these areas eventually form galaxies, clusters, or superclusters [9]. Astronomers can

calculate the rate of growth of these regions depending on their particular combination of

protons, neutrinos, photons, and dark matter, and comparisons with the CMB indicate that

the amount of dark matter in the universe is about six times more than that of normal

matter [10].

2.3 Theories for Dark Matter

2.3.1 WIMPs

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs) are a likely candidate for dark matter,

but we must assume from the outset that these particles, whatever they may be, are stable

by themselves. It is important to note that any theory including WIMPs relies on the further

assumption that the particles were created thermally in the early days of the universe, as

nonthermal creation would lead to other candidates [11]. At the beginning of the universe,

the total energy must have been distributed somehow between all types of particles, and the

theory of thermal creation holds that this distribution was roughly equal between all types

of particles. As the universe cooled, WIMPs decreased in density, and when the ambient

temperature became low enough, WIMP creation all but ceased [12]. These particles, how-
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ever, still interacted with one another and annihilated, reaching a point where the remaining

WIMPs were spread out enough to make interaction rare. So then there was a second equi-

librium in the number density of WIMPs, which is possible with our initial assumption of a

stable particle [11].

Since we have some sense of the amount of dark matter present in the universe, we can

also approximate the interaction strength between WIMPs, if they are in fact responsible

for this mass. To achieve equilibrium given the density we have calculated, the interaction

strength is approximately the strength of electro-weak interactions [12]. WIMPs, if we accept

the electro-weak interaction for which the they are named, then represent a type of particle

predicted by supersymmetry but unaccounted for by the standard model [11]. Additionally,

if such interaction is indeed factual, there is significant reason to hope that WIMPs could

be detected or produced.

2.3.2 MACHOs

In 1986, Bodhan Paczynski proposed a way to detect any object that could make up

dark matter, which eventually led to the discovery of Massive Astrophysical Compact Halo

Objects (MACHOs) in 1993 [13]. In addition to WIMPS, MACHOs make up another possible

kind of dark matter.

MACHOs refer to any kind of enormous, absolutely non-luminous ”stellar object.” These

can include black holes, neutron stars, and brown dwarfs. They reside beyond the visible

areas of galaxies - in the spherical “halos,” hence the name - and thus in the places with

missing mass [14]. Further, in contrast with other possible explanations for dark matter,

MACHOs are usually baryonic. They consist of protons and neutrons, strengthening their

candidacy for composing dark matter, which we know is at least partly baryonic [14].

Astronomers can use gravitational microlensing to detect MACHOs, and efforts so far

have found that the halo of the Milky War consists of only a few percent of ”stellar objects.”

This suggests that there are other possibilities for dark matter composition, such as neutrinos
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and axions [14].

2.4 Detection of Dark Matter

2.4.1 Direct Detection Experiments

Direct detection experiments for WIMPs are underway, and are waiting for interactions

indicative of the dark matter particles. As the earth moves relative to the galaxy, the dark

matter of the galaxy will pass through each cubic centimeter of the earth at a rate of about

one hundred thousand particles per second if we assume the mass expected of a WIMP [11].

It stands to reason that we should be able to observe the effects of these particles, and many

attempts have been made to do so. The WIMPs should, if they hit a nucleus, produce a

recoil. The issue is that the collisions are so unlikely that most of the particles pass through

the earth without any interaction. The collisions that do occur produce effects that would

go unobserved by all but the most sensitive equipment [12].

In an effort to sense the dark matter flying through the planet, probes have been set

up in environments isolated from other sources of disturbance that could be mistaken for

dark matter interactions [12]. Underground to avoid most cosmic rays, the detectors are

maintained at extremely low temperatures to minimize the impact of thermal excitations.

Even in the best environments, no detector has been isolated well enough to completely

eliminate non-dark-matter events, but there are several ways to distinguish between the true

events and those caused by lack of still environment [11].

Some detectors are small enough that it is possible to monitor the non-WIMP interactions

that cause nucleus recoil in the detector. In these cases such events are ignored, but the

approach is only viable given relatively small-scale operations [11]. For larger detectors,

however, it cannot be determined which events are related to WIMPs. In these cases, it

is possible to take advantage of the earth’s orbit around the sun to predict differences in

WIMP event-rate throughout the year. In June, when the earth’s motion relative to the
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sun is parallel to that of the sun, it is expected that more WIMPs pass through the earth.

This frequency is a result of the relative motion of the earth through the galaxy, and thus

it is minimized in the winter. If a detector were to observe significantly more events in the

summer than in the winter, it would lead to the conclusion that the discrepancy was caused

by a variation of WIMP interactions [11].

2.4.2 Indirect Detection Experiments

Indirect detection methods rely on a long string of reasoning, beginning on the assumption

that large numbers of WIMPs have, in fact, been passing through the solar system for

several billion years. Over this time, a significant number of WIMPs would have collided

with nuclei within the sun or the earth, and some of these would have lost enough energy

to be gravitationally captured by one of the two bodies. Over time, there should be an

accumulation of such particles at the centers of the sun and the earth, at which point

annihilation would begin to occur with some regularity. As annihilation of WIMPs yields

some neutrinos, it is reasonable to assume that there would be a flow of neutrinos from the

centers of the sun and earth [11].

While there are already neutrinos flowing from the sun that we have detected, those

produced by WIMPs would be distinguishable due to their much greater energy. The neu-

trinos would produce muons, and detectors would primarily look in rock for evidence of

these muons. Since muons can result from cosmic rays, detectors would necessarily be far

underground, and would concentrate on muons likely to have come through the earth. This

would allow for the detection of neutrinos from the earth’s core and also from the sun during

the night. Muons made my neutrinos from either source could be evidence that dark matter

is, in fact, made of WIMPs [11].
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3 Dark Energy

Dark energy is a largely mysterious entity which is hypothesized to permeate the universe

and contribute to its accelerated expansion, and is said to contribute to almost 70 percent of

the total energy in the observable universe while dark matter and baryonic matter attributes

for the other 30 percent. Although dark energy is far from understood, it is believed to

be homogeneous, rarefied, interactive only with gravity. The simplest and most standard

treatment of dark energy makes it equal to the cosmological constant in Einstein’s theory of

general relativity, and leads to the current Lambda-CDM model of the universe (discussed

later in the paper).

3.1 Evidence for Dark Energy

3.1.1 Supernovae

The first evidence of dark energy was from Type Ia supernovae, which are the class of

supernovae that give off a strong ionized silicon absorption line. The reason why examining

Type Ia supernovae is useful is that they have a high and consistent peak luminosity, so

they are excellent “standard candles,” which are any class of astronomical objects that

have consistent peak brightness. Since the type 1a supernovae have consistent absolute

brightness, one can determine the distance of a standard candle simply by examining its

apparent brightness. The fainter the supernova is, the more distant it is. If one also knows

the redshift of a supernova, one also knows how fast it is moving away. The more redshifted

the spectrum is, the faster the supernova is moving away. Therefore, if one examines the

distance and redshift of various Type Ia supernovae in the universe, it is easy to deduce the

nature of the expansion of the universe [15].

In the late 1990s, the members of the High-Z Supernova Search Team and the Supernova

Cosmology Project investigated these Type la supernovae using ground-based telescopes as
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well as the Hubble Space Telescope. In the data that the High-Z Supernova Search Team

published in 1998 and the Supernova Cosmology Project published in 1999, it was found

that supernovae of certain faintness were redshifted farther than models of the universe at

the time predicted. In other words, distant objects were constantly moving faster away

than expected, so the expansion of the universe was found to be accelerating, which was

in contradiction to the common belief at the time that the expansion of the universe was

slowing down. In order to account for this problem, dark energy was introduced as the

driving cause of this unexpected accelerating expansion [15].

3.1.2 Cosmological Microwave Background

The universe was long known by cosmologists to have a shape. The shape could be

either include closed, open, and flat depending on the value of the mass-energy content

of the universe. A closed universe would it has a positive curvature, and thus would lie

in a sphere. An open universe would have negative curvature and thus be in the shape

of a saddle. A flat universe would extend infinitely far in all direction with no curvature

[16]. A good way to examine this quantity is through the cosmic microwave background

(CMB), which uniformly fills all of space and is the thermal radiation remaining from era

of recombination during the Big Bang, which is when atoms started forming. It turns out

that one can determine the shape of the universe by examining the width of microwave

background fluctuations, which are also known as “spots.” The brightest spots would be less

than one degree across if the universe is open, around one degree across if the universe is flat,

and more than one degree across if the universe is closed [16]. In 2001, measurements from

the MAT/TOCO, Boomerang, Maxima, and DASI experiments showed that the brightest

spots are approximately one degree across. This result was confirmed with greater accuracy

by the WMAP mission in 2003. Therefore, it has been concluded that the universe has flat

shape [16].

The flat shape corresponds with a specific value of the mass-energy density of the universe
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called the critical density. From the observations of the WMAP mission, it was found that

“ordinary” matter, dark matter, and relativistic particles can contribute only about 27%

of the mass-energy density needed for the universe to have a mass-energy density equal to

the critical density. Something else must account for the remaining approximately 73% of

the density [16]. Dark energy is proposed to be that remaining constituent of the universe’s

mass-energy density.

3.1.3 Large Scale Structure of the Universe

In 2011, WiggleZ Dark Energy Survey mapped the distribution of many galaxies using

ground-based telescopes. Instead of using “standard candles” to determine the distance of

astronomical objects, the researchers used the idea of a “standard ruler,” which is something

with known absolute size. Therefore, the apparent size of the ruler gives an indication of

the distance [17]. The researchers used as a standard ruler the proclivity of galaxies to be

separated by a particular distance, a result of a phenomenon called baryon acoustic oscillation

matter clustering. By examining the apparent distances between many pairs of galaxies and

the redshifts of those galaxies in a similar way to what was done with Type Ia supernovae,

it was concluded that there must exist an anti-gravitational substance in the universe [3].

This independently confirmed the conclusion of the study of type 1a supernovae in the late

1990s that there must exist dark energy.

3.2 Theories for Dark Energy

3.2.1 Cosmological Constant

The simplest explanation for dark energy lies in cosmological constant λ in Einstein’s

field equations for general relativity. As general relativity would have otherwise predicted

a dynamic universe, and it was generally believed at the time that the universe was static,

Einstein introduced the constant as an attempt to make his field equations predict a static
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universe. When Hubble discovered the expanding nature of the universe, the cosmological

constant was thought to be a blunder. However, after the proposition of dark energy, it

would appear that the cosmological is not obsolete. In current theory, it is claimed that

empty space has intrinsic energy (“vacuum energy”), and that the value of the cosmological

constant is the density of this vacuum energy.

It is noted that vacuum energy must have gravitational effects. E = mc2 tells us that

energy and mass are equivalent. As mass has gravitational effects in general relativity, so

does energy [18]. In addition, it can be concluded that vacuum energy generates negative

pressure. To see this, consider a container with some volume of vacuum that is associated

with an energy value. To change the volume of the container by positive dV , −PdV of work

must be done on the container, where P is the pressure. That is, the energy of the container

changes by −PdV . When a container containing vacuum increases in volume, the energy

of the container must increase due to the existence of vacuum energy. Since dV is positive,

in order for −PdV to be positive, P must be negative, so there must be negative pressure

[19]. Einstein’s theory of general relativity shows that used to show that negative pressure

is needed for the universe to accelerate in either expansion or contraction. From the general

relativity, it can be derived that ä = −4πG
3

(ρ+3p)a, where a is the scale factor that represents

the universe’s expansion as a function of time, ρ is the energy density of the universe, and p

is the pressure. For the universe to be accelerating in either expansion or contraction, ä > 0.

The only way for this to happen is for p < 0, since ρ and a are both positive, so there must

be negative pressure [20]. Since the universe is known to be expanding, the negative pressure

from the vacuum energy would cause it to accelerate expansion, as expected.

The leading current theory for the origin of the vacuum energy is that it comes from

vacuum fluctuations predicted by quantum field theory. These fluctuations are from the

formation and subsequent annihilation of particle and antiparticle pairs that exist for a very

short amount of time as allowed by Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle. The uncertainty

principle allows for this breakage of conservation of energy if we keep the time interval
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of the existence of the particles small [21]. Unfortunately, theoretical calculations yield a

value for the vacuum energy density that is approximately 120 orders of magnitude larger

than observational results for the cosmological constant. This disastrous discrepancy is

known as the “fine-tuning problem,” as it is unknown what might exist to overcome this

massive difference, and remains one of the great unresolved problems of modern physics [22].

Another objection to the vacuum energy is that the current value of the vacuum energy

density happens to be so that the acceleration in the expansion of the universe has been

time to perfectly allow human existence. If the value were slightly different, the formation of

stars and galaxies might not have occurred, or the universe might have already contracted,

resulting in a “crunch.” This is the so-called “cosmic coincidence.” Although some have

resolved this issue by the “anthropic principle,” which states that we as humans can only

observe this state of the universe since it is the state that has allowed us to exist. However,

others feel that this resolution is unsatisfying [22].

3.2.2 Quintessence

The differing values of the cosmological constant might be unsettling but there exists

radical approaches to resolve this problem. Another idea for dark energy is quintessence,

which is, in its most simplified form, a cosmological constant that varies over time. In the

various quintessence models, the basic idea is that dark energy is a scalar field Q varying

over time that is slowly going toward a minimum of a potential V (Q). The equation of state

for a quintessence model is w = p
ρ
, where p = 1

2
Q̇2−V (Q) is pressure and ρ = 1

2
Q̇2−+V (Q)

is energy density. Note that 1
2
Q̇2 is the kinetic energy. w ranges from −1 to 1, and physicists

are interested only in negative values for w, since those correspond with the negative pressure

needed for accelerating expansion of the universe. The smaller the value of w, the greater

the acceleration effect is. Unlike a single cosmological constant, the quintessence pressure

and energy density evolve in time, so w also evolves over time [23]. Quintessence is dynamic

and therefore can be attractive or repulsive, depending on the energy terms. Because the
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quintessence component evolves in time, the spatial inhomogeneities of Q must evolve over

time as well. The spatial inhomogeneities actually act as an advantage of using quintessence

as opposed to the cosmological constant because it is possible that the quintessence theory

will fit observational data better than the cosmological constant, offer a better picture of the

history of the universe, and overcome the “cosmic coincidence” problem that plagues the

cosmological constant problem [23].

At first, it might not seem useful to replace the cosmological constant with a scalar field as

many parameters must be fine-tuned in order for a quintessence theory to fit with observation,

as opposed to the single parameter (the cosmological constant) in the cosmological constant

formulation. First, a value of Q must be found such that V (Q) equals the dark energy

density that we measure today. Second, there must be very careful choice of the initial value

of the field and its time derivatives in addition to the potential. One possible solution for

these two problems is k-essence, which modifies quintessence theory slightly so that there

are only kinetic energy terms. However, the theory and understanding of k-essence are still

at a very basic stage [23].

4 The Lambda-CDM Model

Cold dark matter (CDM) and the cosmological constant are the most commonly accepted

treatments of dark matter and dark energy, respectively, today. The Lambda-CDM model

of the universe incorporates both, in addition to Einstein’s theory of general relativity, to

describe the evolution and expansion of the universe since the Big Bang. In spite of the var-

ious problems with the current models for dark matter and dark energy as described earlier

in this paper, the Lambda-CDM model provides today’s cosmologists with the best expla-

nation for various cosmological phenomena, such as the properties of the cosmic microwave

background, the large scale structure of the universe, and the accelerating expansion of the

universe [24].
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